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My opinion

We have always tried to be the seekers of the facts.
But as the facts keep evolving with our constantly
evolving understandings, the facts seem to lose the
battle to the truths. The truths seem to give an
uncanny stability to the minds whose beliefs in their
truths become the absolutes, immune to the wavered
evolution of facts. The bottom line is that when finish
line keeps moving and new normal keeps evolving
every other moment, accepting and embracing the
ever-changing facts become tardy and tedious to the
minds thus converting their pursuit of faltering facts
into their sticking to unshakeable truths.

Â 

Henceforth, we will just raise our questions and leave
it up to the readers to ponder and wonder what the
facts are and what the truths can be.

Â 

What is the normal growth of human body? What is●

the normal life span of human body? What is the
normal purpose of human body?
Do the definitions, parameters and classifications●

about whatâ€™s considered normal in terms of
growth or life span or purpose change with changing
times inducing adaptations in human bodies
surviving the changing environments?
Why did humans evolve to have certain heights and●

weights during their evolutionary histories where
their ancestors had to adapt to their
hunting-and-gathering environments thus making
certain heights and weights as the new normal for
their descendants [1-2]?
How did improved human nutrition with abundant●

food production in the agricultural societies allowed
certain heights and weights becoming more
prominent among the well-fed humans [3]?
Did the human sanitation worsen in the agricultural●

societies before improving eventually in the urban
societies leading to additions of more inches and
more pounds to toilet-trained humansâ€™ new
normal heights and weights [4-5]?
How did the modern human salesmanship allow the●

eradication of biomes [6] within and without before
adding the actual growth hormones to the
marketable milieu of modern pill-popping humans
who are always looking forward to normalize their
never-normal perceived heights and weights [7-9]?

Â 

As far as for us, the bottom line is that just like
everything else in the matrix, the sole purpose of
human body is to just exist wherein just like every
other self-perpetuating entity in the matrix, the sole
purpose of life span for human body is to allow
sufficient time for creating self-perpetuating copies of
the body to last long after the original body has
â€œgone with the windâ€• and just like every other
growing entity in the matrix, the sole purpose of growth
in human body is to mature the bodyâ€™s ability to
self-perpetuate. Everything else is just a charade to
make sense out of nonsensical matrix that keeps
evolving with each passing moment and still remains
nonsensical always because it will always remain
impossible to identify, quantify and classify the growth
whether it is the growth in the quantity of lives or
quality within the lives or whether it is the growth of
humanity over other species or technology over
humanity itself.
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